
ALLONA LAHN is a natural health 
advocate, freedom of choice ambassador, 
former successful business owner and now 
farmer living in the Gympie region.

Allona is fearless and committed and is 
concerned about the poisoning of the people, 
the earth, our food, water, air and animals.

Australia needs independent inquiries 
into the ill health epidemic, corruption 
in Government and corporations, media 
bias and bullying, censorship, vested 
interests and political spending.

It is time to get back on track, 
honour the will of the people 
and once again make Australia 
the great country it once was.
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JASMINE “JAZZY” MELHOP  
is an accredited Bowen Therapy 

practitioner and teacher. She has 
cultivated a keen interest in human 

rights and freedom of choice.

Jasmine advocates and 
volunteers for multiple 
community groups and is 
passionate about the importance 

of rebuilding the robust 
support networks which past 

generations thrived on.
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“I will advocate for people to have full 
informed choices, expose unjust coercion 
enabling every Australian to be heard”
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Why Vote 1 for IMOP
	✓ NO mandatory Covid 19 vaccine.
	✓ End ALL current mandates and restrictions. Prevent further 

erosion of rights and choice.
	✓ Demand government truth, transparency and accountability.
	✓ Remove ‘neuro-toxic’ fluoride from the few remaining 

Queensland water supplies.
	✓ Defend people’s rights to use traditional and natural therapies, 

and include them in the public health system.
	✓ Advocate for government funded natural and midwife assisted 

births.
	✓ Education reform; support alternative, community and 

homeschooling education groups.
	✓ Legalise medicinal cannabis.
	✓ Demand truly independent health research and safety studies.

	✓ Mandatory reporting of ALL vaccine and drug adverse events.
	✓ Protect the environment and animals.
	✓ Halt 5G until independent studies and safety levels are assessed 

on human and animal health, and the environment.
	✓ Promote permaculture, and organic food and farming (chemical 

free). Promote GMO free food and labelling.
	✓ Invest in ethical energy and living.
	✓ Encourage and support small and local business.
	✓ Protect community banks and cash.
	✓ Limit foreign ownership of business, land and water.
	✓ Scrutinise impacts of mining and fracking on the environment.
	✓ Freedom of choice and speech.
	✓ NO forced medication, NO mandatory or coerced vaccination.
	✓ Less regulation, rules, red tape and laws across the board.
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